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Dry-weave ultrathin panty liner | Non-woven anti-microbial ultrathin panty liner
100% pure cotton ultrathin panty liner

ITEM1 YH8803

Spec 150mm

Packing 25PCS/BAG

Features:
Super soft non woven top-sheet keeps you dry and fresh.
Natural net provides soft touch on your skin.

1.

Slim and soft ensures complete relaxation.2.
Elegant embossed pattern design on web.3.
Newly designed breathable backsheet effectively evacuates
the dampness and keeps you comfortable.

4.

ITEM1 YH8807

Spec 140mm

Packing 40PCS/BAG

Features:
Super soft non woven top-sheet keeps you dry and fresh.
Natural net provides soft touch on your skin.

1.

Slim and soft ensures complete relaxation.2.
Elegant embossed pattern design on web.3.
Newly designed breathable backsheet effectively evacuates
the dampness and keeps you comfortable.

4.

Panty Liners

100% pure cotton ultrathin panty liner

There are many panty liners in pure cotton or ultrathin we can supply, such as pure cotton panty liner,
ultrathin panty liner, china panty liner, cottony panty liner, pant liners, sports panty liner, sanitary
pads, disposable panty liner, adult under pads, sanitary towel and so on.

Panty liners are found in an assortment of sizes, shapes, scents and portability options. They are ranging from
ultrathin panty liner that is discreetly single-wrapped for carrying in handbags, to long, protective cottony panty
liner designed for heavy vaginal discharge and light days (light menstrual flow). For example, the breathable
back sheet of ultrathin panty liner can keep you clean and comfortable availably. It is in super thin design with
adhesive tapes to prevent the liner from moving and you can be rest assured to use it. And pure cotton panty
liner is composed of 100% pure cotton, so the surface of it touches soft. In addition, our china panty liner is a
modern style and the new curve design can hold your panty tightly. We adopt high quality cotton mesh surface
which will make you complete at ease. We hope you find the best panty liner for yourself from our supplies:
china panty liner, cottony panty liner, pant liners, pure cotton panty liner, sanitary pads, disposable panty liner,
adult under pads, ultrathin panty liner, sports panty liner, sanitary towel and others.
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